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Problem:
No way to go to previous screen to make changes for the login and registration pages
Heuristic Violated: User Control and Freedom
Solution:
we implemented a static back button.
Alternative Solutions:
We discussed about swiping left on the screen to go back to the previous page, however it
would be inconvenient to prototype that action on the prototyping tool we use (InVision). We
would have to drag a hotspot across the whole screen making it unable to modify other hotspots
on InVision. Therefore, we decided on a back button. It was most intuitive and clear action for
the user to use.
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Problem:
Nowhere to view terms and conditions when you registered.
Heuristic Violated: Help & Documentation
Solution: Added a box that displays the terms and conditions
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Problem:
(1) User could input the wrong password.
(2) Unknown birthday format.
(3) There is no password strength indicator / security flaw.
Heuristic Violated: Error Prevention
Solution:
(1) added another box for user to re enter password and will check if the two passwords match
(2) Implemented date dropdown menus for month, day, and year
(3) Implemented indicator to check if entered password is weak or strong
Alternative Solutions:
Another solution for the user to check if they’ve entered the correct password is to have an eye
icon next to the password fill box that the user could press to reveal the ******** password.
However, this could be a security flaw as someone who’s looking over your shoulder could
immediately see the user’s password.
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Problem:
(1) There is no way to access settings or “my profile” from here.
(2) Users may be confused on what this app actually accomplished.
(3) There is no way to sign out or go back to the login menu screen.
Heuristic Violated: User Control and Freedom & Help and Documentation
Solution:
Problems (1) and (3) were solved by adding an option to go to settings from this menu page.
Through settings the user could press the “SIGN OUT” button to sign out right away.
To solve problem (2) we added a help button.
Alternative Solutions:
Add a signout button on the top left corner, however since we also needed to add a settings
button on the top right to match the other screens, it would be more intuitive for users to sign out
through the settings page as they are accustomed with from other applications.
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Problem:
(1) In “Allergies”, users were limited to select only from the given allergy options. Users may
have a specific allergy that is not shown as an option.
(2) No instructions were given on what action to perform on the screen.
(3) Users have no option to input dietary restrictions (vegan, halal, gluten free, etc).
Heuristic Violated: Flexibility and Efficiency of Use, Visibility of System Status
Solution:
Problem (1) was solved by adding an “+” button to input custom allergies that were not already
given. (2) was solved by adding text instructions underneath the “Allergies” heading, stating “Do
you have any allergies? Please select all that apply.” Problem (3) was solved by adding a
“Dietary Restrictions” section, so that users can further filter their results based on diet (vegan,
gluten-free, halal).
Alternative Solutions:
Add a search bar for custom allergies, and for every allergy they input it shows up as another
text block coming out of the frying pan, however this would make the screen too cluttered and
we wanted to keep the screen clean and minimalistic.
First Iteration

Second Iteration

Second Iteration
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Problem:
(1) Two ratings, one for the restaurant and one for the Foodsy app, is shown. The two ratings
may confuse the confuse the user, as they may mix up the two. It also looks cluttered having
two ratings.
Heuristic Violated: Error Prevention, Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
Solution:
Problem (1) was solved by removing the rating option for the actual app, keeping it to one rating
for the restaurant.
Alternative Solutions:
Keep both ratings, but space them out further so it doesn’t look cluttered and is visibly clear that
there are two different ratings.
First Iteration

Second Iteration
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Problem:
(1) Instructions for Food Photo Browser are vague - user might need more detailed instructions.
Heuristic Violated: Help and Documentation
Solution:
Problem (1) was solved by having a transparent, instructional overlay on top of the Food Photo
Browser screen so users can understand the function of newly introduced buttons and
interactive touch gestures they need to perform to use the app.
Alternative Solutions:
Keep both ratings, but space them out further so it doesn’t look cluttered and is visibly clear that
there are two different ratings.
First Iteration

Second Iteration

Second Iteration
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Problem:
(1) Instructions for Food Photo Browser are vague - user might need more detailed instructions.
Heuristic Violated: Help and Documentation
Solution:
Problem (1) was solved by adding adaptability features to the Settings screen, one for
restaurant settings and one for accessibility settings. We will have screen for “Preferences”,
where users will be able to personalize changes to colour and contrast, as well as set a
maximum and minimum distance from current location, and price range for restaurant selection.
Alternative Solutions:
Only have custom settings for restaurant selection, like restaurant distance and price range
instead also having accessibility settings.
First Iteration

Second Iteration

Did not exist.
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Problem:
(1) The “Go” button is ambiguous in meaning and requires thinking from the user to figure out
what the function is.
Heuristic Violated: Match between System and the Real World
Solution:
Problem (1) was solved by changing the text of the button from “Go” to “More Details”.
Alternative Solutions:
Implement a swipe up/down tab that shows additional restaurant/food details.
First Iteration

Second Iteration
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